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Unit objectives 

ØReview the basic rules of the road that will cover most situations 
between pleasure craft in the harbor and close to shore. 

ØBroaden our knowledge of the rules of the road to learn which vessels 
have privilege over others.

ØIntroduce aids to navigation by (a) learning to recognize buoys and 
markers usually seen on our day sails and (b) what they mean.



Rules of the Road

In the Fundamentals course we learned 
some basic right of way rules for sail vs 
sail, power vs. sail and power vs. power.

This unit introduces the hierarchy of 
privilege – a “pecking order” between 
vessels – and covers how the basic rules 
fit in that scheme 



Reviewing the basic right of way rules 

“When there is a risk of 
collision, no matter how slight, 
you have to be prepared to 
take appropriate action, and 
watch the other vessel for 
signs of action it might be 
taking.  Memorize this 
summary of the rules and you 
will be prepared for most 
situations you’ll encounter in a 
day sail.”

- Coastal Cruising Made Easy p. 87



Reviewing the basic right of way rules 

What’s rule No. 1?

Give way to restricited
(less maneuverable) 

vessels
This basic rule establishes a “hierarchy 
of privilege” between vessels, which 
means a “sailboat . . . does not have 
carte blanche ‘right of way’ over the 
rest of the maritime world.”

- Coastal Cruising Made Easy, p. 86



Navigation rules can frustrate, so practice! 

The “hierarchy of privilege”
Use this trick to remember the pecking 
order between vessels  

Not under command – Navigation
Restricted maneuverability – Rules
Constrained by Draft – Can
Fishing – Frustrate
Sail – So
Power – Practice



Not under command 

A vessel which can’t 
maneuver as required by the 
rules because of emergency

Examples
- Loss of main engines
- Damaged propeller shaft
- Major internal damage
- Mutiny?



Restricted in Ability to Maneuver

A vessel which cannot follow 
the rules of the road because 
of its work
Examples
- Dredging
- Military operations (e.g. naval 
vessels launching or recovering 
aircraft)



Constrained by draft

A vessel that cannot 
change course 
without entering 
shallow water

To paraphrase the old 
sailor’s prayer “O Lord, my 
boat is so big and the 
channel is so small” 

Photo courtesy of the Port of Los Angeles



Fishing

A vessel using “nets, lines 
trawls or other fishing 
apparatus”
Examples
- Seiners
- Trawlers
- Does NOT apply to trolling 

(i.e., fishing with bait or lure)



Sail

These are the basic rules we 
covered in the Fundamentals 
class, e.g., 
Stbd tack has right of way over 
port tack
Leeward has right of way over 
windward on same tack



Power

These are the basic rules we 
covered in the Fundamentals 
class, e.g., 
When crossing, stbd vessel has 
the right of way
When meeting head on, turn 
right (to pass port to port)
Recall: if a sailboat has its engine engaged it is 
considered a power vessel



Quiz – Which vessel has priority?

A B



Quiz – Which vessel has priority?
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Quiz – Which vessel has priority?

A B



Summary – right of way

ØØ Remember the basics: keep a good 
lookout, be prepared to take early action 
to avoid collisions, act prudently and 
defensively.

Ø Remember that an underlying theory of 
right of way rules is to give way to less 
maneuverable vessels

Ø Study and understand the hierarchy of 
privilege between vessels and the specific 
obligations imposed.



Aids to Navigation – “ATONs”

On our day sails we encounter a colorful 
assortment of buoys and other markers.
This unit introduces the basic types of 
ATONs and their meaning



Types of markers: Buoys

Buoys
Float on the surface, moored 
to the bottom
Some have lights, some do not
Three basic shapes:
- Buoy
- Can buoy 
- Nun buoy



Types of markers: Lights and beacons

Lights
A light permanently fixed to 
the bottom or a jetty

Daybeacons
Beacons without a light



A Field Guide to Dana Point ATONs



Informational ATONs: hazards and restrictions

White and orange markers 
warn of danger, mark 
restricted areas and even 
tell you where to fuel up.



Informational ATONs: hazards and restrictions
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Informational ATONs: hazards and restrictions



Lateral markers 

These ATONs indicate the port and 
starboard side of the channel when 
entering the channel from outside 
the harbor. These may be buoys, 
cans or daymarks.

GREEN markers (with odd numbers) 
indicate the port side of the 
channel
RED markers (with even numbers) 
indicate the  starboard side of the 
channel



Lateral markers 

When entering the harbor, remember 
the “three rs” of navigation.

RED, RIGHT, RETURNING

That is, keep the red markers to your 
right when returning to the channel 
from the open ocean. 

(Note: this applies in North America, Central America, South America, 
the Philippines, Japan and Korea.  The reverse applies n Europe, 
Australia, New Zealand, parts of Africa and most of Asia.)



Dana Point lateral markers – the “red buoy” 



Dana Point lateral markers – the red 
light/daybeacon



Dana Point lateral markers – the green 
light/daybeacon



Dana Point lateral markers – daymarks 



Special aids



Quiz – Identify the ATON

Match the numbered ATON with its 
name:

Red buoy

Red jetty light

Green jetty light

Daymarker



Summary- ATONs

Ø Remember the types of lateral markers, their purpose  
and the red, right returning rules.

ØBe aware of the different types of informational,  
restrictive and special ATONs and what they are trying 
to tell you.



Other topics

Ø Review “The Ship’s Compass” (Coastal Cruising Made 
Easy p. 96) and observe its operation when you have 
the helm aboard Hiatus.

ØWhen using the compass, become familiar with the 
headings associated with the cardinal points of the 
compass – e.g. North = 000, East = 090, South = 180, 
West = 270.

ØAboard Hiatus, ask your skipper or first mate to 
demonstrate the constant bearing rule that indicates a 
collision may occur.



For further study

ØReview Sailing Made Easy pp. 92-95

ØReview Basic Coast Cruising pp.  84-88, 92-93

Ø International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at 
Sea

ØUS Naval Academy Guide to Navigation Rules
https://www.usna.edu/Sailing/_files/documents/2019_OSTS_Documents/ROR.pdf

https://www.usna.edu/Sailing/_files/documents/2019_OSTS_Documents/ROR.pdf

